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1 Qualifications

I am a Professor of Mathematics and a Senior Fellow in the Jonathan M. Tisch College of Civic
Life at Tufts University. I hold a Ph.D. and an M.S in Mathematics from the University of Chicago,
as well as an A.B. in Mathematics and Women’s Studies from Harvard University.

My general research areas are geometry, topology, dynamics, and applications of mathe-
matics and computing to the study of elections, voting, and civil rights. My redistricting-related
work has been published in venues such as the Election Law Journal, Political Analysis, Founda-
tions of Data Science, the Notices of the American Mathematical Society, Statistics and Public
Policy, the Virginia Policy Review, the Harvard Data Science Review, Foundations of Responsi-
ble Computing, and the Yale Law Journal Forum. Although I have submitted reports and sworn
affidavits, I have not testified as an expert at deposition or trial in any proceeding during the
last 4 years.

My research has had continuous grant support from the National Science Foundation since
2009, including a CAREER grant from 2013–2018 and a Convergence Accelerator grant from
2019–2021 entitled "Network Science of Census Data." I am currently on the editorial board
of the journals Advances in Mathematics and the Harvard Data Science Review. I was elected
a Fellow of the American Mathematical Society in 2017 and was named a Radcliffe Fellow and
a Guggenheim Fellow in 2018. A current copy of my full CV is attached as Appendix A to this
report.

My research group, the MGGG Redistricting Lab (based at Tisch College), provided data
support for the People’s Maps Commission for which we were compensated with $22,000,
through a contract dated June 30–October 31, 2021. As part of that support, we launched
and hosted an online portal for members of the public to submit written testimony, draw
demonstrative districting plans, and map their neighborhoods and communities of interest.
The portal and the submission gallery can be viewed at portal.wisconsin-mapping.org.
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2 Assignment

I have been retained by counsel for a group of Wisconsin voters ("Citizen Mathematicians and
Scientists") who have intervened in this proceeding. I have been asked to provide an analysis
of the Congressional, Senate, and Assembly plans put forward by the Citizen Mathematicians
and Scientists, which I will refer to as MathSci-CD (Congressional), MathSci-SD (state Senate),
and MathSci-AD (state Assembly). More specifically, I have been asked to provide a compara-
tive analysis of plans offered by the Citizen Mathematicians and Scientists and plans enacted
in Wisconsin in 2011, which I will refer to as Previous-CD (Congressional), Previous-SD (state
Senate), and Previous-AD (state Assembly). As another point of comparison,I will also discuss
the plans passed by the Wisconsin Legislature and vetoed by the Governor in November 2021
(SB622-CD, SB621-SD, SB621-AD).

The list of criteria discussed below—population equality, Voting Rights Act compliance, con-
tiguity, nesting, respect for political boundaries, compactness, least change, respect for com-
munities of interest, and the lag between Senate elections caused by staggered terms—was
provided to me by the attorneys representing the Citizen Mathematicians and Scientists.

In performing my analysis, I consulted data products released by the Census Bureau as
well as the Wisconsin Legislative Technology Services Bureau; the court order of November 30
and other supporting legal materials; and several articles connected to topics in this report.
A complete list of the documents and data that I considered in connection with this matter is
attached as Appendix B to this report.1

All of the quantitative work described in this report was performed by me with the support
of research assistants working under my direct supervision. I am compensated at a rate of
$400/hour, and my research assistants are compensated at a rate of $50-100 per hour. Com-
pensation for the work that I and my assistants perform is not dependent on the conclusions
that we reach or the outcome of the litigation.

3 Background

With the release of the 2020 Decennial Census, Wisconsin maintained its Congressional ap-
portionment of 8 seats in the U.S. House of Representatives, based on a population of nearly
5.9 million.2 At the state level, Wisconsin has a nested legislative map with 33 Senate districts
and 99 Assembly districts. This means that the (rounded) ideal populations of Congressional,
Senate, and Assembly districts are 736,715, 178,598, and 59,533, respectively. All observers
agree that the enacted districts from the previous Census cycle are now unacceptably malap-
portioned, and many parties are now attempting to propose a new set of maps that closely
balances the new Census figures while adhering to the various rules and priorities of Wisconsin
redistricting.

As I understand the Wisconsin Supreme Court’s order of Nov. 30, the Court will consider
maps presented by various parties to the the litigation only if they comply with all applicable
legal requirements and reflect a "least-change approach" with respect to the maps enacted in
2011 (described further in §5.3). Among maps that satisfy federal and state requirements and
contend on least change, the court will look to traditional redistricting criteria like preserving
communities of interest.

1For the quantitative elements of this report, I and my research assistants used publicly available software, includ-
ing Python, QGIS, and GeoPandas, along with a publicly maintained codebase that can be accessed through GitHub in
repositories such as [8] and [9].

2To be precise, the apportionment is based on a resident and overseas count of 5,897,473, while redistricting is
done to balance the slightly smaller resident population of 5,893,718.
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Enacted plans from 2011 MathSci plans

Figure 1: Side-by-side comparison of the Enacted plans from 2011 with the MathSci maps that
are the focus of this report.
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Previous-CD MathSci-CD

SB622-CD

Figure 2: Congressional plans.
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Previous-SD MathSci-SD

SB621-SD

Figure 3: Senate plans.
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Previous-AD MathSci-AD

SB621-AD

Figure 4: Assembly plans.
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4 Executive summary

My analysis shows that the maps proposed by the Citizen Mathematicians and Scientists
(which I will sometimes abbreviate as the MathSci maps or the MathSci plans) perform very
well across the redistricting criteria that I have reviewed, including several metrics of least
change that are grounded in the language of the November 30 court order.

My analysis shows that the MathSci maps track the enacted maps from 2011 closely, at all
three levels, and perform well on measures of least change. The departures from those bench-
mark maps secure significantly improved compliance with the applicable legal requirements,
as I understand them, compared to the 2011 maps.

The MathSci plans also compare highly favorably to redistricting plans passed by the Wis-
consin Legislature and subsequently vetoed by the Wisconsin Governor. For example, the
MathSci Congressional map is more compact, splits fewer counties, and splits fewer munici-
palities than the vetoed Congressional plan. It does so while maintaining strong least-change
resemblance to the previous enacted plan: the MathSci Congressional districts have perfect
marks on direct overlap and county overlap, as is also true for the vetoed plan; they have a
close visual correspondence and are on average within a closer distance to the benchmark
districts; and have nearly as little population displacement as the vetoed plan. (These least
change metrics are discussed in more detail below.)

The proposed state legislative maps from the Citizen Mathematicians and Scientists also
perform well relative to the vetoed state legislative maps. They are more compact and split
fewer counties than both the 2011 enacted maps and the vetoed maps, following redistricting
criteria that I understand to be required under Wisconsin law. And though these properties
are in tension with the equalization of population, the MathSci legislative maps still achieve
tighter population balance than do the vetoed plans.

Because the Citizen Mathematicians and Scientists have found ways to simultaneously im-
prove on the properties of their maps described above, it is not surprising that their proposals
must make greater changes from the benchmarks than the vetoed maps do. However, as for
the Congressional plan, the MathSci legislative maps perform well on several key metrics of
least change presented here.
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5 Redistricting criteria

5.1 Federal requirements

Population equality. In Wisconsin, the interpretation of One Person, One Vote for Congres-
sional districts requires as close to mathematical equality as is possible, with respect to the
total population in the Decennial Census release. This was recognized in the court order of
November 30, 2021.

As I understand it, mathematical equality is also the goal for legislative districts, but with
greater allowance for inequalities caused by efforts to pursue legitimate state objectives, in-
cluding legal requirements established by the Wisconsin State Constitution. In Wisconsin,
legislative districts must conventionally have a top-to-bottom population deviation of no more
than 2%, and over the last three redistricting cycles, the highest top-to-bottom deviation
present in any legislative map was 1.6%.

Voting Rights Act compliance. The Voting Rights Act of 1965 (VRA) is federal law and is
applicable at all levels of Wisconsin redistricting, as recognized in the Nov. 30 court order.
In Wisconsin today, two minority groups—Black voters and Hispanic voters—are sufficiently
numerous and geographically compact to constitute the majority of voting-age population in
a single-member Assembly district. Indeed, people of color collectively make up 19.1% of
Wisconsinites, or more than one in six residents.3

I analyzed the full set of statewide general elections from the previous Census cycle, as well
as three primary elections: LG18P, the 2018 Lieutenant Governor contest in which Mandela
Barnes won the primary and was subsequently elected in the general; Gov18P, the 2018
Governor’s race in which Mahlon Mitchell unsuccessfully challenged Tony Evers in the primary;
and SoS18P, the Secretary of State contest in which Arvina Martin lost to incumbent Douglas
LaFollette. Barnes and Mitchell are Black candidates, while Martin is Native American.4

By running the leading methods of racially polarized voting analysis on the general elec-
tions from the last cycle, I confirmed that Black and Hispanic voters always prefer the Demo-
cratic candidate in statewide races, while White voters prefer the Republican in every contest
except Tammy Baldwin’s U.S. Senate race from 2018 (where White support for Baldwin is esti-
mated at 51.1%). Black support for the Democratic candidate is estimated at over 91% in all
14 races; Hispanic support is always estimated over 66%, and usually between 70% and 80%.

In the primaries, Barnes and Mitchell are clear candidates of choice for Black voters, with
each receiving roughly an estimated 80% share of the Black vote between the top two candi-
dates. Both Black and Hispanic voters are roughly evenly split in support between Martin and
LaFollette. Hispanic voters are similarly split between Barnes and his opponent, Kober, but
support Mitchell at higher levels than White voters do.

This makes the Mitchell/Evers contest particularly informative for VRA purposes. Since
the combination of geography and polarization makes the designation of an effective district
clearest for Black voters, I will focus on that group below. A district is said to be effective
for Black voters if several conditions are met: the has a substantial concentration of Black
voting age population, the outcome in most general elections favors the the Black candidate
of choice, and Mandela Barnes and Mahlon Mitchell perform strongly in their respective 2018
Democratic primary elections.

3In terms of voting age population, or VAP, Black adults make up 6.42%, Hispanic adults make up 6.16%, Asian
and Pacific Islander (API) adults make up 3.29% of voting age population and American Indian/Native American adults
make up 2.16%. In terms of residential location, Black Wisconsinites are the most concentrated, while Hispanic, API,
and American Indian groups are more geographically dispersed.

4The Barnes-Kober and Martin-LaFollette primaries had only two candidates. In the primary for Governor, there
were seven candidates receiving at least 25,000 votes; Mitchell and Evers were the top two finishers. I am regarding
Mitchell-Evers head-to-head by recording each one’s share of the two-way vote.
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5.2 Wisconsin constitutional requirements

The Wisconsin constitution requires Assembly districts "to be bounded by county, precinct,
town, or ward lines, that consist of contiguous territory, and be in as compact form as practi-
cable." [3, Article IV Sec. 4] As I understand it, these criteria—respect for political boundaries,
contiguity, and compactness of district shapes—are constitutionally required considerations
for all legislative districts and are traditionally held to be significant for Congressional districts
as well.

Contiguity. This is a checkbox (yes/no) consideration required by the Wisconsin constitution
for state legislative districts and is a traditional requirement for Congressional districts. As the
court put it in its Nov. 30 order, "[i]f annexation by municipalities creates a municipal ’island,’
however, the district containing detached portions of the municipality is legally contiguous
even if the area around the island is part of a different district."

Based on my understanding of this discussion of how Wisconsin courts apply contiguity, all
districts in the MathSci plans qualify as contiguous.

Political boundaries. Wisconsin appears to place significant weight on the integrity of cer-
tain political subdivisions. In its Nov. 30 order, the Court cited a provision of the Wisconsin con-
stitution (mentioned above) establishing that assembly districts are required to be "bounded
by county, precinct, town, or ward lines." In light of the nesting requirement also established
by the Wisconsin constitution and discussed below, the requirement to bound districts by
county, precinct, town or ward lines also applies to Senate districts. I also understand that,
although there is no constitutional obligation to preserve subdivisions like municipalities, Wis-
consin courts have traditionally evaluated the number of municipalities that are divided by
redistricting plans. I will measure this by recording the number of units whose population is
split, and the number of pieces into which that population is divided.

To identify municipalities, I used the County Subdivision geography, described by the Bu-
reau in their Geographic Areas Reference Manual and obtained from their Block Assignment
Files [4, 5]. This has 1851 municipalities, but quite a few cross over into multiple counties. If we
use the county identifier plus county subdivision identifier, then there are 1922 municipality-
parts, each contained completely within a single county. Of these, 12 are water units, leaving
1910 municipalities on which I base the analysis below.

Compactness. The Wisconsin constitution specifically requires that "districts... be in as
compact form as practicable." The redistricting literature contains dozens of specific metrics
or scores for the measurement of compactness; the Nov. 30 court order does not specify any
particular metrics for use in this case, so I have considered three leading alternatives.

I understand that federal courts drawing maps in Wisconsin have previously used "smallest
circle" (also known as Reock) and "perimeter to area" (also known as Polsby-Popper) measures.
Polsby-Popper is the name given in this setting to a metric from ancient mathematics: the
isoperimetric ratio comparing a region’s area to its perimeter via the formula 4�A/P2. Higher
scores are considered more compact, with circles uniquely achieving the optimum score of
1. Political scientist Ernest Reock created a different score based on the premise that circles
are ideal: it is computed as the ratio of a region’s area to that of its circumcircle, where the
circumcircle is defined as the smallest circle inside which the region can be circumscribed.
Polsby-Popper is thought to be relevant as a measure of how erratically the geographical
boundaries divide the districts, but this sometimes penalizes districts for natural features like
coastlines of bays and rivers. Both of these scores depend on the planar contours of a district
and this means that they are sensitive to the precise choice of shapefile, map projection, and
cartographic resolution [10, 11].

Recently, some mathematicians (including myself) have argued for using discrete compact-
ness scores, taking into account the units of Census geography from which the district is built.
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The most commonly cited discrete score for districts is the cut edges score, which is a plan-
wide score that counts how many adjacent pairs of geographical units receive different district
assignments. In other words, cut edges measures the "scissors complexity" of the districting
plan: how much work would have to be done to separate the districts from each other? Plans
with a very intricate boundary would require many separations; thus, lower scores are bet-
ter. Relative to contour-based scores, this discrete score controls for factors like coastline and
other natural boundaries.

To compute all three compactness scores, I proceeded as follows: first, the Census Bureau
block shapefile for Wisconsin contains 203,059 blocks, some of which are entirely water. Both
the vetoed plans and the MathSci plans contain assignments for 202,510 blocks, omitting the
water blocks. I clipped out water by restricting to these assigned blocks for all visualizations
and calculations in this report. For instance, the cut edges score counts how many edges are
cut out of the 429,400 edges connecting the 202,510 blocks that are assigned to some district
in the plans under discussion. For Polsby-Popper and Reock, I have dissolved the districts into
individual polygons and use the EPSG:32616 map projection centered in Wisconsin.

Nesting. Three-to-one nesting of Assembly districts into each Senate district is a require-
ment in the Wisconsin constitution. By convention, Assembly Districts 1-2-3 nest in Senate
District 1, AD4-5-6 nest in SD2, and so on. The MathSci legislative plans and the vetoed
legislative plans have been confirmed to achieve perfect nesting.

5.3 Least change

The Nov. 30 court order specifies that the Court should "make only necessary modifications
to accord with the legal requirements" and avoid "treading further than necessary to remedy
[the existing maps’] current legal deficiencies." The lead opinion in the Nov. 30 order leaves
the question of measurement open, which provides room for interpretation. The concurring
opinion elaborates on this by indicating that a limited approach will "alter[] district boundaries
only as needed to comply with legal requirements."

There are two displacement metrics that give natural ways to measure least change: first,
the population displacement, which is the number (or share) of people who are reassigned,
measured by totaling the 2020 population in census blocks that are in a different district in a
new map relative to the benchmark (2011 enacted) map. The second is area displacement,
measuring the share of the state’s land area that is reassigned. Though the population dis-
placement is more directly relevant to voting behavior, the area displacement is more closely
aligned with the language in the court order that is keyed to minimal alteration of district
boundaries.

A third metric relevant to least change, arguably the most closely aligned to the court
order’s language, is what I will call the buffer distance. This asks how much the boundaries of
District 1 in the enacted maps would have to be buffered in order to contain all of District 1
in a new proposed map, and so on for the other districts.5 So, for instance, if District 1 has a
buffer distance of 10 miles from the old plan to the new, then the entirety of the new district
lies within 10 miles of the old.

Finally, the concurring opinion also notes, in fn13, that there is precedent for counting
how many districts "consisted of some or all of the same counties as the parallel predecessor
districts." This suggests two more measurements that are helpfully related to least-change: an
direct overlap count of how many districts in a new plan contain at least one populated block
in common with their corresponding district in the old plan, and a more permissive county
overlap count of how many districts in a new plan touch at least one county in common with
their corresponding district in the old plan.6

5In the field of mathematics called metric geometry, this is the asymmetric Hausdorff distance between two bodies
in the plane.

6County overlap is more permissive because two districts that touch opposite sides of a county will score a point
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5.4 Traditional districting principles

In the course of its discussion of least change, the concurring opinion in the Nov. 30 court
order maintains that other redistricting criteria may be considered, once maps have met their
federal and state law requirements and give equally compelling arguments that they respect
the principle of least change. This leaves the door open to any other traditional redistricting
criteria. Two were mentioned explicitly: communities of interest and Senate term staggering.

Respect for communities of interest. The concurring opinion calls the deference to com-
munities of interest, or COIs, a "universally recognized redistricting criterion." COIs are geo-
graphical areas whose residents have a strong set of shared interests, whether they are social,
cultural, economic, or reflect other common policy concerns. In Wisconsin, members of the
public submitted 1191 mapped areas to the portal of the People’s Maps Commission through
the end of August 2021. Earlier this Fall, my research group synthesized these into 36 ge-
ographic areas using standard clustering techniques from data science [6]—from Cluster C1
(Whitewater) through Cluster C36 (Suburban Appleton). Notably, five of the clusters, C4-C8,
describe predominantly African-American neighborhoods on the north side of Milwaukee. The
full set of COI clusters is overviewed in Appendix C.

The clustering was done through a measurement of geographical overlap: one person’s
painted area of interest is compared to another person’s area; the difference between the two
is measured with a distance very similar to the buffer distance described above. Then the
1191 areas are grouped into 36 clusters by maximizing the overlaps of areas within a cluster
relative to the overlap of areas in different clusters. (Once you have pairwise distances, there
are many classical methods in statistics to do just this sort of grouping task.)

If a COI cluster is smaller than the population of a district, the best way for a plan to respect
the cluster would be for it to be wholly or mostly contained in a district. Conversely, a large
cluster could be respected by having a district contained within its boundaries—for instance,
if the residents of that cluster lie along a lakeshore and have common interests in tourism and
recreation (as in Cluster C20, the Lake Superior shore community described in Appendix C),
then a district inside that cluster would be well served by a representative who takes those
interests to heart. Accordingly, the COI preservation score is built as follows: fix a threshold
T between zero and one, which I have reported below ranging from 80% to 95%. Consider
a cluster to be preserved by a plan if either some district has T share of its population in
the cluster or conversely at least T share of the cluster’s population is in a single district.
Figures 5,6,7 illustrate this.

Full source and replication materials for the COI cluster scoring can be found at [6].

Senate staggering. Finally, a footnote in the concurring opinion mentions the possible goal
of "minimizing the number of voters who must wait six years between voting for their state
senator." State Senate terms are four years, with odd-numbered districts due to face their next
election in 2022 and even-numbered districts due in 2024. The staggering consideration says
that we should seek to keep down the number of voters who lived in odd-numbered districts
under the previous Senate plan (so were expecting to vote on their State Senator in 2022),
but are now reassigned to even-numbered districts (which forces them to wait until 2024).

for county overlap, but such a configuration will not necessarily imply direct overlap.
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6 Comparison of Congressional maps

I will give a brief quantitative review of the criteria discussed above, comparing the 2011
enacted Congressional map to the newly vetoed plan and the MathSci plan. First, we confirm
that the MathSci plan and the vetoed plan both secure the minimum possible (one person)
top-to-bottom deviation.

Population deviation

maximum maximum
positive deviation negative deviation top-to-bottom

Previous-CD 52,681 �41,320 94,001 (12.8%)
SB622-CD 0 �1 1 (.000136%)
MathSci-CD 0 �1 1 (.000136%)

Table 1: Population deviation. The ten-year-old plan is unsurprisingly significantly malappor-
tioned, but the new plans are one-person balanced.

Next, we compare districts that are effective from the point of view of Black voters in partic-
ular. All three plans have one district (CD4) in which BVAP is over 31%, all 15 general elections
would have been won by the Black candidate of choice, and both preferred primary candi-
dates prevail. (Mandela Barnes receives over 80% vote share and Mahlon Mitchell outpolls
Tony Evers.)

Minority opportunity-to-elect

effective districts for Black voters
Previous-CD 1
SB622-CD 1

MathSci-CD 1

Table 2: All plans have one district that offers Black voters the opportunity to elect a candidate
of choice.

Next, we consider respect for political boundaries, finding that the MathSci Congressional
plan is significantly better than the others on this fundamental redistricting principle.

Political boundaries
county county municipality municipality ward
splits pieces splits pieces splits

(out of 72) (out of 1910) (out of 7136)

Previous-CD 12 27 35 70 0�
SB622-CD 10 22 24 48 48
MathSci-CD 7 15 13 27 8

Table 3: Comparing the plans’ conformance to political boundaries. *Note: the Previous-CD
plan is built from different geometries: 2010 wards (themselves made from 2010 census
blocks) rather than 2020 geometries. This creates some very slight discrepancies, but the
previous plan comes very close to perfect nesting with the new wards.
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The MathSci Congressional plans are the most compact by all measures.

Compactness

block cut edges average Polsby-Popper average Reock
(lower is better) (higher is better) (higher is better)

Previous-CD 4293 0.209 0.440
SB622-CD 3410 0.280 0.456

MathSci-CD 3228 0.305 0.464

Table 4: Comparing compactness scores via one discrete and two contour-based metrics.

In least-change terms, the MathSci Congressional plan has nearly as little population dis-
placement and substantially less area displacement than the vetoed plan. Buffer distance
also favors the MathSci plan. Both new plans have perfect scores on direct overlap and county
overlap.

Least change

population area average direct county
displacement displacement buffer distance overlap overlap

Previous-CD – – – – –
SB622-CD 384,456 (6.5%) 462.5 11.5 miles 8/8 8/8
MathSci-CD 500,785 (8.5%) 150.4 5.1 miles 8/8 8/8

Table 5: Least change, shown with displacement metrics, buffer distance, and overlap counts.
The figure illustrates the buffer distance from CD5 in the 2011 enacted plan (shaded) to the
MathSci CD5 (green outline). The dotted boundary shows an 8.8-mile buffer around the old
CD5, which is just enough to contain the new district. In this instance, besides being close in
distance, the new district is more compact.
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Finally, we consider how well the plans preserve the 36 COI clusters derived from over a
thousand public submissions. Recall that the COI preservation score is obtained by setting an
inclusion threshold, such as T = 0.85, and asking how many of the 36 clusters are either 85%
contained within a single district or, in the case of very large clusters, have some district 85%
contained within the cluster.

Figure 5 shows that the MathSci plan respects COI clusters substantially better overall than
the vetoed plan. For instance, at the 85% threshold, the MathSci plan preserves 23 out of
36 clusters, while the vetoed plan preserves 21. MathSci-CD maintains an advantage of 2-4
clusters for most of the choices of threshold in this range.

Figure 5: Trace plot of COI preservation for various thresholds of inclusion. A COI cluster is
counted as preserved if the cluster is mostly within a single district or some district is mostly
within the cluster. At 0%, all 36 clusters would be honored; as the threshold rises, the number
of preserved clusters drops.
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7 Comparison of Senate maps

Moving to the Senate maps, we start by observing that the MathSci plans have a top-to-bottom
deviation of just 895 people, giving tighter balance than the vetoed plan.

Population deviation

maximum maximum
positive deviation negative deviation top-to-bottom

Previous-SD 22,874 �16,529 39,403 (22.1%)
SB621-SD 520 �506 1026 (0.57%)
MathSci-SD 428 �467 895 (0.50%)

Table 6: Population deviation. The ten-year-old plan is unsurprisingly significantly malappor-
tioned.

In VRA terms, all three plans have two Senate districts (SD4 and SD6) that are majority-
Black, go to the Black candidate of choice in every general election, have Mandela Barnes
with over 83% of the vote in his primary election, and have Mitchell receiving more votes than
Evers.

Minority opportunity-to-elect

effective districts for Black voters
Previous-SD 2
SB621-SD 2

MathSci-SD 2

Table 7: All plans have two districts that offer Black voters the opportunity to elect a candidate
of choice.

On both measures of county integrity, the MathSci Senate plan is better than the enacted
plan and the vetoed plan. It is significantly better on municipality integrity than the enacted
plan, and comparable to the vetoed plan.

Political boundaries
municipality municipality

county splits county pieces splits pieces ward splits
(out of 72) (out of 1910) (out of 7136)

Previous-SD 46 130 84 180 0
SB621-SD 42 115 28 62 0
MathSci-SD 28 86 31 69 0

Table 8: Comparing the plans’ conformance to political boundaries.
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For all three ways of measuring district compactness, the vetoed Senate plan is comparable
to the 2011 enacted plan while the MathSci map is as good or better.

Compactness

block cut edges average Polsby-Popper average Reock
(lower is better) (higher is better) (higher is better)

Previous-SD 10,928 0.230 0.402
SB621-SD 10,785 0.224 0.395

MathSci-SD 9754 0.260 0.402

Table 9: Comparing compactness scores via one discrete and two contour-based metrics.

On least change, the MathSci Senate plan has higher displacement than the vetoed plan,
but has perfect overlap scores. The buffer distance also tells a story of restraint: the districts
in MathSci-SD fall fully within a 17-mile buffer around their counterparts in the enacted plan,
on average.

Least change

population area average direct county
displacement displacement buffer distance overlap overlap

Previous-SD – – – – –
SB621-SD 459,061 (7.8%) 357.4 6.5 miles 33/33 33/33

MathSci-SD 1,513,824 (25.7%) 1470.6 17.0 miles 33/33 33/33

Table 10: Least change, shown with displacement metrics, buffer distance, and overlap counts.
The figure illustrates the buffer distance from SD1 in the 2011 enacted plan (shaded) to the
MathSci SD1 (green outline). The dotted boundary shows an 2.5-mile buffer around the old
SD1, which is just enough to contain the new district. In this instance, besides being close in
distance, the new district is more compact.
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As the inclusion threshold varies, the MathSci Senate plan typically has one additional COI
cluster preserved than can be found in the vetoed plan.

Figure 6: Trace plot of COI preservation for various thresholds of inclusion. A COI cluster is
counted as preserved if the cluster is mostly within a single district or some district is mostly
within the cluster. At 0%, all 36 clusters would be honored; as the threshold rises, the number
of preserved clusters drops.

The Senate districts present the unique problem of disruption in the timing of their four-
year cycle caused by shifting population from odd-numbered to even-numbered districts, as
explained above. In the MathSci Senate plan, nearly 93% of the population will have an
opportunity to vote on their State Senator at the usual four-year interval, or sooner.

Senate staggering

odd-to-even
Previous-SD –
SB621-SD 138,753 (2.35%)
MathSci-SD 422,492 (7.17%)

Table 11: Comparison of Senate staggering.
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8 Comparison of Assembly maps

The MathSci Assembly map is even more tightly balanced than the vetoed plan, with a top-to-
bottom deviation of just 438 people, under 3/4 of one percent of ideal district size.

Population deviation

maximum maximum
positive deviation negative deviation top-to-bottom

Previous-AD 12,183 �6905 19,088 (32.1%)
SB621-AD 231 �221 456 (0.77%)
MathSci-AD 220 �218 438 (0.74%)

Table 12: Population deviation. The ten-year-old plan is unsurprisingly significantly malappor-
tioned.

In all plans, the same six Assembly districts—AD10,11,12,16,17,18—offer Black voters the
opportunity to elect a candidate of choice. But the MathSci plan has an additional effective
district, AD7.

Minority opportunity-to-elect

effective districts for Black voters
Previous-AD 6
SB621-AD 6

MathSci-AD 7

Table 13: All plans have at least six effective Assembly districts; the MathSci plan has seven.

• Previous-AD: six districts over 55% BVAP, 15 out of 15 general elections, Barnes over
82%, Mitchell over Evers. The BVAP drops off to 27.3% in the seventh-highest district.

• SB621-AD: the same six districts have BVAP over 47%, 15 out of 15 generals, Barnes over
81%, and Mitchell over Evers. Then BVAP drops off to 25.3%.

• MathSci-AD: in those six districts, BVAP is over 36%, 15 out of 15 generals, Barnes is
over 80%, and Mitchell outpolls Evers. But in addition, AD7 has 40.9% BVAP, a general
election sweep, Barnes at 87.5%, and Mitchell at 68.8%.

Next, on splits, the MathSci Assembly plan is solidly the best of the three on county integrity.
It splits significantly fewer municipalities than the enacted Assembly plan, though not as few
as the vetoed plan.

Political boundaries
municipality municipality

county splits county pieces splits pieces ward splits
(out of 72) (out of 1910) (out of 7136)

Previous-AD 58 229 126 296 0
SB621-AD 53 212 48 125 0

MathSci-AD 40 175 70 176 0

Table 14: Comparing the plans’ conformance to political boundaries.
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The vetoed plans are actually less compact than the enacted map from ten years ago. The
MathSci Assembly plans are the most compact by all measures.

Compactness

block cut edges average Polsby-Popper average Reock
(lower is better) (higher is better) (higher is better)

Previous-AD 18,994 0.260 0.390
SB621-AD 19,196 0.243 0.379

MathSci-AD 17,781 0.282 0.406

Table 15: Comparing compactness scores via one discrete and two contour-based metrics.

The MathSci Assembly plan has higher displacement than the vetoed plan, but has strong
overlap scores and an average buffer distance of 13 miles.

Least change

population area average direct county
displacement displacement buffer distance overlap overlap

Previous-AD – – – – –
SB621-AD 933,604 (15.8%) 829.6 6.0 miles 99/99 99/99

MathSci-AD 2,299,625 (39.0%) 1947.9 13.0 miles 85/99 87/99

Table 16: Least change, shown with displacement metrics, buffer distance, and overlap counts.
The figure illustrates the buffer distance from AD28 in the 2011 enacted plan (shaded) to the
MathSci AD28 (green outline). The dotted boundary shows an 6-mile buffer around the old
AD28, which is just enough to contain the new district. In this instance, besides being close in
distance, the new district is more compact.
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Finally, the MathSci Assembly plan preserves COI clusters at a level comparable to the
vetoed plan.

Figure 7: Trace plot of COI preservation for various thresholds of inclusion. A COI cluster is
counted as preserved if the cluster is mostly within a single district or some district is mostly
within the cluster. At 0%, all 36 clusters would be honored; as the threshold rises, the number
of preserved clusters drops.
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Appendix B: Materials 
A detailed list of materials consulted includes the following. 

• Data products published by the Census Bureau, including the PL94-171 Decennial Census
release, the 2015-19 American Community Survey, and the ACS Special Tabulation from
the same 5-year period. The County Subdivisions dataset was used to extract block
assignments to municipalities. TIGER/Line shapefiles were used to pair demographics
with geography.

• Files defining the State’s new enacted districts, and defining the updated 2020 wards,
from the Legislative Technology Services Bureau [2]. Files defining the districts in the
MathSci and vetoed plans were provided to me by the attorneys representing the Citizen
Mathematicians and Scientists.

• The Nov. 30 court order [1] and the Wisconsin Constitution [3].

• Peer-reviewed articles including those by Bar-Natan–Najt–Schutzmann [10], Barnes–Solomon
[11], and Reock [12].
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Appendix C: Clustering of Communities of Interest 
The following brief descriptions summarize the 36 geoclusters synthesized from mapped pub- 
lic comment submissions [6, 7]. 

Cluster C1 — Whitewater. (98 submissions) Primarily small towns and rural areas along
I-94 corridor. Many Madison, Milwaukee, and Janesville commuters traveling for employment,
hospitals, and goods and services. Concerns about public schools and preserving school dis-
trict boundaries in redistricting. Shared recreational parks and trails. Includes lake and river
communities. Area said to lack diversity. UW-Whitewater and Madison Area Technical College –
Watertown and Fort Atkinson campuses have significant student population and provide local
services. This cluster thematically split into subcluster 1-1, themed on the environment and
recreational activities in the area, and subcluster 1-2, largely citing rural interests, concerns
with schools and school districts.

Cluster C2 — Walworth County. (37 submissions) Small townships. Concerns about K-
12 education. Shared services and shopping centers. Emphasis on preserving school district
boundaries and municipalities in redistricting.

Cluster C3 — Beloit-Janesville and Delavan-Darien area. (34 submissions) Municipal-
ities share health and public services, shopping centers, recreational spaces, and community
events, largely centered in Janesville and Delavan. Emphasis on importance of school district
boundaries. Home to Beloit College and Blackhawk Technical College. Pockets of diversity
with large Hispanic population. Historical presence of KKK in Janesville highlighted by one
submitter.

Cluster C4 — Brown Deer. (34 submissions) Diverse community with Black, Hispanic,
Asian, White, Native American, Puerto Rican, and Hmong residents. Shared safety concerns
that reference crime, reckless driving, policing, and pollution. Submissions describe infras-
tructure needs in affordable housing, parks, transportation, potholes, sidewalks, and roads.
Schools, grocery stores, restaurants are important community spaces.

Cluster C5 — Wauwatosa. (11 submissions) Suburb with many young families and Mil-
waukee commuters. Shared values around diversity, education, green space, walkability, and
historic preservation. Includes areas in West Milwaukee with predominantly African American
population; concerns about infrastructure and housing insecurity.

Cluster C6 — North Milwaukee. (17 submissions) Cohesive Black neighborhoods, with
notable Hmong community. Key concerns included road repair, violence (guns and policing),
theft, and affordable housing.

Cluster C7 — Sherman Park. (72 submissions) Diverse neighborhoods with concerns
about crime, poor infrastructure, and sanitation. Many submissions cite major stores, commu-
nity centers, and churches as landmarks. Frequent reiteration that more activities are needed
to occupy youth in the area. This cluster semantically split into C7-1 and C7-2. Submissions
in C7-1 focused on the issues of the local economy while C7-2 has a discussion of vulnerable
populations and neighborhood maintenance. Diversity was a strong theme in both.

Cluster C8 —Washington Park. (101 submissions) This area is centered around Washing-
ton Park in Northside Milwaukee. Common emphasis on diversity, violence, and infrastructure.
This cluster thematically split into three subclusters. Cluster C8-1 has more focus on the
student population from Marquette University and infrastructure concerns in the area, while
cluster C8-2 cites importance of local commerce, as well as environmental issues (littering and
illegal dumping) and vulnerable populations. Within cluster C8-3 there were significant shared
concerns about violent crime and affordable housing.

Cluster C9 — Greater Milwaukee County. (11 submissions) Concerns about Milwaukee
Public Schools and equitable access to green space, healthy food, and affordable housing.
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Cluster C10 — Milwaukee Northshore. (103 submissions) Diverse communities includ-
ing notable Black neighborhoods in North Milwaukee, edging into suburbs like Glendale and
Whitefish Bay. Areas come together for local events, and submitters identify with school dis-
tricts. Several commenters desire to keep students of University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee in
the same district.

Cluster C11 — Waukesha-New Berlin. (16 submissions) Mix of city/urban and rural areas
that share concern for public services and local parks. Many submitters cite needs for infras-
tructure development and maintenance (parks, streets, schools). Strong concern for school
district funding. Includes student population from UW-Waukesha, Waukesha County Technical
College, and Carroll College. AAPI community in Waukesha.

Cluster C12 — Germantown-Menomonee Falls. (15 submissions) Recreation activities
and natural areas important for community engagement. Value on public schools. Travel
between Menomonee Falls, Germantown, and West Bend for work, recreation, and shopping.

Cluster C13 — Kenosha-Racine. (7 submissions) Small cluster citing shared interests in
hunting, fishing, and recreation. Environmental and economic development concerns.

Cluster C14 — Kenosha. (89 submissions) Communities in and around Kenosha, including
Racine and Mt. Pleasant. Needs include healthcare services for underserved communities.
Food insecurity is a concern. Shared recreational activities and unified school district. Diverse
community but some describe divisions. Expansion of public transportation is important. Sub-
sidized and affordable housing is available but more is wanted. Erosion and environmental
concerns over Lake Michigan. This cluster splits into C14-1, whose top-cited themes include
food insecurity, racial/ethnic diversity, and class differences, ranging from affluent to under-
served neighborhoods. C14-2 entries focus on individual neighborhoods’ identity and busi-
nesses, as well as themes of recreation and tourism in the area. Geographically, these clusters
significantly overlap.

Cluster C15 — Southwest Milwaukee. (25 submissions) Edge of Milwaukee, including
suburbs like Greenfield. Diverse area including Filipino residents and AAPI/Desi communities
with origins cited from India, Pakistan, Iraq, Palestine, Afghanistan, Bangladesh, and Burma.
Firefighters, police, teachers. Some areas have high property values.

Cluster C16 — Bay View-Near Southside. (39 submissions) Young families. Predomi-
nantly White with noted Hispanic and African American communities in Kosciuszko neighbor-
hood and South Milwaukee. Mix of middle- and working class. Issues about potholes, traffic,
and traffic safety. Communities on the shore were concerned with the environment and con-
servation of Lake Michigan.

Cluster C17 — West Allis. (23 submissions) Good public transit is cited. Shopping, dining,
and entertainment. Young Professionals. Bringing back manufacturing jobs is concern. Noted
Asian American communities, including Rohingya refugee population. Concerns about public
safety and affordable housing.

Cluster C18 — Eau Claire. (36 submissions) Cluster includes Eau Claire and some sur-
rounding rural/commuter areas with distinct concerns (such as needing better internet ser-
vice). Affordable housing needs and homelessness are often referenced throughout the cluster.
Large Asian immigrant population, including Hmong; some cite language barriers. Submitters
note diversity within AAPI population. University of Wisconsin - Eau Claire is key part of the
surrounding community, impacting housing, employment, and infrastructure.

Cluster C19 — Western Wisconsin river communities. (90 submissions) Cluster in-
cludes rural farming communities and small university cities. Recreation is centered around
rivers. Strong local culture and businesses; significant student populations from University of
Wisconsin - Stout and University of Wisconsin - River Falls. Some worry about the quality of
education in schools. Environmental concerns are articulated regarding sustainability of agri-
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cultural practices and conservation of the St. Croix River. Some submitters call out the area’s
increasing pace of urban development. Subcluster C19-1 is more focused on recreation, small
local businesses, and concerns about student population, while C19-2 tends to cite agricul-
tural and environmental issues. Geographically, there is significant overlap between these
subclusters.

Cluster C20 — Lake Superior areas. (20 submissions) This subcluster includes the Lake
Superior coast (and the Apostle Islands) and a segment of the shared border with Minnesota.
Several cite importance of preservation and conservation of Lake Superior and surrounding
wetlands; recreation and economy (shipping, tourism) also depend on the lake. Important
communities include the Red Cliff Band of Ojibwe, the Anishinabeg, the people of Odaawaa-
Zaaga’iganiing, and the Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe.

Cluster C21 — Western Wisconsin. (35 submissions) Small towns and rural communities
in Polk and surrounding counties. Service hubs in Rice Lake, St. Croix Falls, Osceola, and New
Richmond. Twin Cities commuters. Important industries are agriculture and tourism, including
campgrounds, resorts, and gaming enterprises. Region connected to technical colleges and
UW-River Falls School of Agriculture. Retirement community along St. Croix Falls River. St.
Croix Band of Ojibwe Chippewa stretches across Polk and Barren Counties. Some cite resources
that address and serve the Native population, including Unity School and the recreational and
hunting area in the Barrens.

Cluster C22 — Northern Driftless Area. (26 submissions) Cluster includes small farming
communities stretching across southwestern Wisconsin, as well as a small urban hub in La
Crosse. Mix of family farms and CAFOs (concentrated animal feeding operations). Student
populations from UW-La Crosse, Viterbo University, and Western Technical College. Specific
communities include a significant middle class and low-income Hmoob community; Amish
community in Readstown; Ho-Chunk People of the Sacred Voice in Jackson County. Shared
concerns about clean groundwater and safe drinking water, particularly on French Island. Con-
cerns about environmental conservation, preserving recreational space, flooding along Kick-
apoo River, agricultural pollution and runoff from large CAFOs. Tourism industry. Needs include
access to grocery stores in rural areas and affordable housing in La Crosse.

Cluster C23 — Greater Baraboo. (4 submissions) Small cluster including some Madison
commuters and a student population at UW-Baraboo/Sauk County.

Cluster C24 — Iowa County area. (26 submissions) Rural community concerned about
broadband, healthcare, water quality, and environmental protection of Driftless area and the
fragile karst terrain. Strong county identity with emphasis on preserving Iowa County and
surrounding local school districts in redistricting. Shared services, including Uplands Hills Hos-
pital. Rich agricultural land with family farms. Attractions include Taliesin (home of architect
Frank Lloyd Wright), "award-winning Uplands Cheese," and recreational areas.

Cluster C25 —Madison suburbs. (35 submissions) Emphasis on preserving school district
boundaries, with the Oregon, Mt. Horreb, and Wisconsin Heights School Districts named.
School districts serve multiple municipalities. Shared recreational parks and trails. Madison
commuters.

Cluster C26 — Greater Madison. (46 submissions) Diverse population with young families
and college students from flagship University of Wisconsin campus. Middle- and low-income
residents. Shared concerns about affordable housing, gentrification, and water quality of the
surrounding lakes. Desire for improved public transportation routes. Many cite value of local
small businesses; one submitter noted that businesses are being priced out of the area.

Cluster C27 —Wausau. (16 submissions) Wausau is the economic and healthcare services
hub in this area of Central Wisconsin, including Marathon County. Large Hmoob community.
Home to institutions of higher education, including UW-Wausau and Northcentral Technical Col-
lege. One submitter notes that nearby UW-Stevens Point now has responsibility for managing
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UW-Wausau and UW-Marshfield campuses, which suggests that keeping them together in re-
districting would be sensible. Outdoor interests include Rib Mountain State Park and Sunnyvale
Park Lake.

Cluster C28 — Northeast indigenous communities. (7 submissions) Rural areas with
indigenous communities including Menominee Nation, Stockbridge-Munsee Band of Mohicans,
and Forest County Potawatomi. Shared concern for conservation, water quality, and pollu-
tion prevention. Needs included increased investment in road infrastructure and broadband
service.

Cluster C29 — Northwoods rural economy. (8 submissions) Rural communities with
reliance on tourism. Seasonal economy. Other employment opportunities include paper in-
dustry, manufacturing, trucking, and farming. Juvenile corrections institution is noted. Nicolet
Area Technical College in Rhinelander has campuses and outreach centers across the area.

Cluster C30 — Central Wisconsin. (23 submissions) Rural and farming communities with
service hubs in Stevens Point, Marshfield, and Wisconsin Rapids. Residents care about water
quality and conservation areas. Emphasis on preserving school district boundaries, particu-
larly the Marshfield School District, and linking Juneau and Adams Counties for their shared
environmental interests. Identified employers include healthcare, government, Land O’ Lakes,
and the Ho-Chunk Nation. Reliance on tourism. Amish and Mennonite communities in Clark
County. Student population at UW-Stevens Point.

Cluster C31 — West Bend. (7 submissions) This small cluster cites shared interests in
schools and local businesses and gathering spots. Home to UW-Washington County, UW-Fond
du Lac, and Moraine Park Technical College.

Cluster C32—Northern Door County school districts. (14 submissions) Families strongly
identify with local schools and school district boundaries. Reliance on farming and tourism. Mix
of part- and full-time residents.

Cluster C33—Manitowoc and Shore area. (21 submissions) UW-Manitowoc, UW-Sheboygan,
Silver Lake College, and Concordia University are mentioned as focal points of community en-
gagement. Environmental conservation is important; water resources regarding Lake Michi-
gan, including clean water and wetlands. This cluster is spread out between lakeshore areas
north of Milwaukee (such as Sheboygan) extending to the greater Manitowoc area.

Cluster C34 — Green Bay area. (21 submissions) City of Green Bay and surrounding sub-
urbs and farming communities with shared recreational activities and cultural events. The
Packers are a point of shared identity. Green Bay Public Schools serve many adjacent mu-
nicipalities. Growing Hispanic community. Student population at UW-Green Bay, Northeast
Wisconsin Technical College, and Saint Norbert College with commuting concerns. One sub-
mitter cites the "checkerboarding" of the Oneida Nation reservation by loss of land. Concerns
around prison malapportionment due to Green Bay Correctional Institute.

Cluster C35 — Oshkosh college zone. (7 submissions) UW-Oshkosh community with
satellite campuses at UW-Fond du Lac and UW-Fox Valley. Partnerships with Prairie Art Center
and Fox Valley Technical College. Concerns about food deserts. Moraine Park Technical College
in Fond du Lac with additional campuses in Beaver Dam and West Bend.

Cluster C36 — Suburban Appleton. (17 submissions) City of Appleton and surrounding
suburbs. Appleton School District serves the greater area. Appleton and the town of Grand
Chute are described as particularly intertwined. Significant student populations at Fox Valley
Technical College and Lawrence University. Emphasis on preserving school district boundaries,
Appleton-Grand Chute area, and uniting Appleton and suburbs in one State Senate and Con-
gressional district.
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